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a b s t r a c t 

Topology optimization of a flexure-based mechanism requires the properties of the mech- 

anism in several deformed configurations. This paper presents a fast and accurate method 

to compute these configurations. It is generally applicable on mechanisms with complex 

standard flexure joints. First kinematic equations of the mechanism are derived by allow- 

ing the mechanism to move only in the directions for which it is designed. Secondly the 

configurations of the joints are approximated based on the rotations of the elements by 

which the joints are modeled. These orientations are obtained by a parameterization based 

on a priori knowledge of standard flexure joints. Finally, the resulting approximation is 

used as initial guess to obtain the configuration accurately, after which relevant properties 

like stiffness can be derived. For a manipulator with three complex joints the computation 

time was reduced up to a factor of 65 compared to a conventional method. When for op- 

timization purposes an approximation is acceptable, the computation time can be reduced 

by a factor of 600, using a linear description of the deformation that remains in the first 

part of the method. 
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1. Introduction 

Flexure-based mechanisms have become increasingly complex, especially for the cases where a large motion should be

realized. These mechanisms typically consist of multiple flexure joints, and each flexure joint can consist of more than

thirty leaf springs, see Fig. 1 for an example [1] . Moreover when large deformation is considered in the leaf springs, each

leaf spring should be modeled by using multiple elements. In the end many elements are required to obtain an appropriate

model of flexure based mechanisms. 

Design optimization is common in flexure based design [1–5] as the performance of these mechanisms highly depends

on the configuration of the mechanism and the geometry of the flexure joints. These optimizations require an analysis of

the mechanical properties of the mechanism, e.g. the support stiffness, the maximum stress, the buckling load and the

eigen frequencies of the mechanism. These properties should be evaluated over the full range of motion. Therefore a num-

ber of relevant deformed configurations is chosen for which these properties are evaluated in each optimization iteration

step. Computing these relevant configurations currently requires the solution of nonlinear equations by iterative methods,
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Fig. 1. 3x-Infinity joint: a state of the art flexure joint that facilitates one large rotation of 90 ° about the z-axis [1] . 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

and with tens to hundreds of design iterations it is clear that these computations are taking a lot of time. Therefore it is

advantageous to obtain the deformed configuration of a mechanism containing flexure joints more efficiently. 

1.1. Literature 

Pseudo rigid body models (PRBMs) [6] offer a simple representation of flexure mechanisms, allowing efficient compu-

tation of the configuration. These models consist of rigid parts and pivots. The stiffness of these mechanisms is modeled

by torsional springs in each pivot. These models generally only describe the motion for which the mechanism is designed,

which makes that the motion of the mechanism can be analyzed very quickly. However this is also limits the applicability

of the model as the motion and stiffness in the other directions cannot be analyzed. Another limitation is that it is difficult

to obtain accurate models, because it is difficult to tune pivot positions and their torsional stiffness and mass distribution

[7–11] , balancing between errors in kinematics and stiffness in the models. Appropriate values for the position, stiffness and

mass depend on the mechanism configuration and loading conditions and are often obtained by using optimization tech-

niques [10] . All in all, the pseudo rigid body models have not been shown to provide a simple but accurate 3D description

of complex flexure based mechanisms. 

Reference [12] presents a semi-analytic-deflection-method in which each flexure joint is initially modeled by an ideal

hinge, similar to the pseudo rigid body method. This model is used in a kinematic analysis to obtain an initial configuration

of the mechanism. This configuration is used to compute the deflection of the flexure joints. The deflections are used to

update the kinematics of the mechanism, which is used in new deflection analyses. In this way a loop is built in which the

accuracy is improved at each iteration. So similar to the pseudo rigid body models, this method also starts by only allowing

the motion for which the mechanism is designed, but in this case the motion in the other directions is added in later

iterations. The deflection analysis however is based on semi-analytical approaches which means that the technique cannot

be applied for mechanisms containing complex flexure joints like the one in Fig. 1 . So in order to reduce computation time

of mechanisms with these complex joints, a more general approach is required, i.e. an approach that is applicable to joints

of which an analytic solution is difficult to obtain. 

Model order reduction techniques are very general approaches to reduce computation time of complex mechanisms.

These methods are well established in linear structural mechanics. However, the large deformation of flexure joints cannot

be described linearly. Some nonlinear model order reduction methods are available, an overview can be found in [13] . One

example is the modal derivatives approach [14] . This approach is accurate in a larger deformation range than the linear

methods, but for large deformation this method also lacks accuracy [15] , such that it cannot be used to model flexible

joints. 

There are some data-driven techniques to obtain a nonlinear reduced order model. This requires that training simulations

with a model of the mechanism are run. A set of configurations from these simulation (snapshots) is used to obtain a good

basis for the reduced order model. For example Proper Orthogonal Decomposition [ 16 , 17 ] uses a singular value decomposi-

tion to obtain the most suitable modes to describe the deformed configurations. Design optimizations require knowledge of

many designs, i.e. mechanisms with varying dimensions. The reduced order model depends on the dimensions. There are

some methods to include such dimension variation in data-driven techniques, an overview can be found in [18] . A disad-

vantage of these reduced methods is that the accuracy is limited and that the accuracy can be sensitive to variations in

the dimensions. Moreover, the data-driven techniques require the a priori computation of deformed configurations for many

designs of the mechanism, which takes much computation time. 

Global Modal Parameterization (GMP) and similar techniques [19–22] are model order reduction methods that describe

the displacement of all nodes as the sum of two contributions. One contribution introduces large (mainly rigid) displace-

ments which are a function of only a few independent parameters. The second contribution consist of small (mainly flexible)

displacements. As this contribution is assumed small, it can be approximated by a linear model. A disadvantage of GMP is

that the relations between the independent parameters and the large displacements are difficult to obtain. This is currently

done in a cumbersome preprocessing step [ 19 , 20 ], or by a data-driven technique [ 21 , 22 ]. The main goal of GMP is to remove
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the high eigen frequencies in order to increase the allowable time step in dynamic simulations. In this paper a similar tech-

nique will be used to improve static computations, i.e. a technique that first solves a large part of the motion and estimates

the remaining part by a linear approximation. 

All in all, there is no proper reduction technique to obtain a model for flexure based mechanisms that is accurate for

large deformation and that does not require a priori obtained knowledge of the complete mechanism. 

1.2. Approach 

This paper presents a combination of two methods. In the first place a method to kinematically obtain the configuration

of a flexure-based mechanism by only allowing the motion for which the mechanism is designed. This configuration is

used as a starting point to obtain the real deformed configuration based on static equilibrium. In this way the need for a

cumbersome iterative procedure to obtain the deformed configuration is avoided. This method will be referred to as the

Kinematically Started Deformation method (KSD-method). 

The motion for which the mechanism is designed is henceforth referred to as intended motion/deformation . In other

papers this is referred to as degrees of freedom, despite the fact that the mechanisms can also move slightly in the other

directions. This other motion (i.e. the motion in the support-directions) will be referred to as unintended motion/deformation .

In order to distinguish intended and unintended deformation, it appears to be useful to consider flexure based mechanisms

as an assembly of flexure joints and very stiff links. The distinction between intended and unintended deformation will also

be made in each flexure joint. 

In the KSD-method, each flexure joint is modeled by a small finite element model. The method requires the internal

configurations of the deformed flexure joints in the mechanism to be obtained. This requires a time-consuming iterative

procedure in general. However, this step can be applied much more efficiently, using the fact that flexure joints are typically

designed according to standard assemblies, e.g. the cross flexure [ 23 , 24 ] the cart wheel [ 24 , 25 ], the butterfly hinge [ 25 , 26 ],

the infinity hinge [2] or the 3x-Infinity hinge in Fig. 1 [1] . Other standard assemblies can be found in [27] . Joints based on

these standard assemblies will be referred to as standard flexure joints . 

Therefore it is considered to a feasible solution to setup a database that contains information about these standard

flexure joints in order to speed up the static calculation of all mechanisms containing these standard flexure joints. In

other words, we propose a data-driven technique. In the literature review above, it was stated that using a data-driven

reduction technique requires much a priory computation time. However, the proposed data-driven technique only requires

data of default parts, which means that the databases does not have to be updated before each design optimization. Another

disadvantage of data-driven techniques mentioned above is that the accuracy is sensitive to variations in the dimensions of

the model. This disadvantage is resolved by the second method in this paper, which is based on a priory obtained parameters

that are valid throughout the full range of commonly encountered dimensions of the flexure joints. 

The second method presented in this paper obtains the largely deformed configurations of standard flexure joints, based

on a limited number of parameters that are not sensitive to changes in the dimensions of that joint. It appears that the

orientations of the elements are a good choice for these parameters as the orientations are independent of most of the

dimensions of the flexure joint and provide enough information to obtain a configuration that is close to the deformed

configuration. A body that is described by this technique will be referred to as an Element Orientation based Body (EOB). 

Once the internal configuration in the EOB is obtained, its stiffness matrix can be obtained and this stiffness matrix

can be reduced by model order reduction. In this paper, the term element is reserved to refer to a modeling part of

which the deformation can be described by analytic relations, e.g. beam elements or plate elements. A body is a model-

ing part that is based on a reduced finite element model. So each flexure joint is a body that is described by multiple

elements. 

The main idea of the KSD-method is to prevent the need for a large number of iterations to obtain the deformed config-

uration of a mechanism , where the main idea of the EOB is to prevent the need for an iterative approach to find the internal

configuration of the joints . With this combination the required simulation time is reduced significantly. 

The proposed method shares various concepts with the methods in the literature review. The KSD-method first solves

for a main part of the deformation, i.e. the intended deformation. This is similar to the PRBMs, the semi-analytic-deflection-

method [12] and the GMP-technique. In contrast to PRBMs, flexure joints are not simply modeled as ideal hinges, but para-

sitic motion is taken into account, and the KSD-method does offer the opportunity to approximate the unintended deforma-

tion. In contrast to GMP, the KSD-method separates the large and small contribution to the deformation based on physics,

i.e. in intended and unintended motion. Another difference is that GMP is used in dynamics and the KSD-method solves

static equations. In contrast to the semi-analytic-deflection-method, the KSD-method can be applied to mechanisms with

flexure joints that are arbitrarily complex. 

The EOB computes the internal configurations of joints based on a priory simulations, similar to the data-driven reduction

techniques. The main novelty of the EOB is the type of data that is used, i.e. the element orientations. Therefore the data is

insensitive to changes of most of the dimensions. 

Section 2 explains the KSD-method and Section 3 gives details about the EOB. The KSD-method with EOBs is validated

in Section 4 by the analysis of a single cross flexure, a fourbar-mechanism with four cross flexure joints and a manipulator

with three 3x-infinity joints. The paper ends with the most important conclusions. 
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Fig. 2. Schematic overview of the five steps in the KSD-method for a fourbar mechanism. 1) Estimate the interface displacements by kinematics, based on 

the displacement of the end-effector in actuated directions 2) Estimate the internal displacements by kinematics, based on the information in the database. 

Based on this step, a stiffness matrix of the joint can be obtained. 3) Update the interface displacements based on static equilibrium 4) Update the internal 

displacements based on static equilibrium 5) Update all displacements based on static equilibrium. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2. Static deformation starting from a kinematic approximation 

The KSD-method computes the static deformed configuration of a mechanism in five steps. Details about the steps are

given in the following subsections. In the first two steps the configuration is estimated purely based on kinematic relations.

In these steps, only the intended deformation is described and a database with data of the standard flexure joints is used.

Based on these two steps, stiffness matrices of the joints can be obtained. In steps 3 and 4 these stiffness matrices are

used to update the estimation of the configuration by static equilibrium. In these steps, the deformation in the unintended

directions is described linearly. Step 5 computes the configuration based on static equilibrium, taking the configuration after

step 4 as an initial guess. Because this initial guess is already quite good, only a few iteration steps are required in this

fifth step. Two conditions should be satisfied in order to perform the KSD-method. In the first place, the system should be

kinematically determinate, as explained in Section 2.2 . Secondly, data of all the joints in the mechanism should be present

in a database. 

The steps are schematically visualized in Fig. 2 for a two-dimensional fourbar mechanism with four cross flexures. Each

cross flexure is modeled by a finite element model with three flexible beam elements per leaf spring and four rigid ele-

ments to link the flexible elements. The configuration is described by the positions and rotations of the nodes. The nodes

at which the joint is connected to other parts are referred to as interface nodes and the nodes inside the joints are internal

nodes . The displacements related to these nodes are interface displacements and internal displacements respectively. The term

displacement refers to the combination of rotations and translational displacements in this paper. 

2.1. Database with information of standard flexure joints 

This subsection explains what kind of data of a joint is stored in a database and how this information can be obtained.

The joint is modeled by a finite element model. The position and orientation of one of the interface nodes of this model is

fixed. The displacement of the other interface node is prescribed in the intended directions, on a finite number of values

over the range of motion. The resulting configurations of the flexure joint for each prescribed value are obtained based on

static equilibrium, where the forces and moments in the unintended directions are zero. These conditions result in a unique

configuration of the flexure joint for each prescribed value of the intended direction. 

Fig. 3 shows the finite element model of the cross flexure that is used as an example in this section. It is fixed at

interface node A. A cross flexure is meant to allow rotation, so the rotation of interface node B is the intended direction.

This intended direction can for example be prescribed on 10 intervals in the range between −30 ° and 30 °, assuming the

reaction forces in the x-direction and y-direction on interface node B to be zero. 

The resulting configurations are used to derive two kinds of functions that are stored in the database for use in step 1

and 2 of the KSD-method. The functions for step 1 are kinematic relations between both interface nodes of the joint. These

are formulated as constraints for the unintended deformations. In case of the cross flexure, these functions can be chosen

to be the horizontal and vertical positions of interface node B with respect to interface node A as functions of the intended
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Fig. 3. Two-dimensional cross flexure, modeled by ten elements. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

deformation θ , so the functions x ( θ ) and y ( θ ). These functions can be derived based on the simulation data, for example by

a least square polynomial fit. 

The second kind of functions that are stored in the database are the rotations of the elements as functions of the intended

deformation. These functions are also obtained based on the same simulation data. Section 3.1 gives more details about the

way to describe element orientations. 

Note that static equilibrium is used to obtain the necessary data for the database, but that the resulting functions in the

database are purely kinematic. One of the advantages of using kinematic relations is that they do not depend significantly

on most of the dimensions of the joint, e.g. the kinematic relations of the cross flexure joint do not depend on the width

and thickness of the flexures. 

However, some design parameters may affect the functions in the database. For the cross flexure, the overall length of

the flexure (i.e. the distance between both interface nodes) will affect the constraint functions x ( θ ) and y ( θ ). However, this

can be easily avoided by storing dimensionless functions in the database: x̄ (θ ) = x/L and ȳ (θ ) = y/L , where L is the length

of the flexure. But also the angle α between both flexures (as indicated in Fig. 3 ) influences the results. This means that the

functions in the database explicitly depend on α: 

x̄ ( θ, α) , ȳ ( θ, α) (2.1)

So, although we wanted to obtain data that is insensitive to the dimensions of the joint, still some dimensions may have

to be considered explicitly. 

2.2. Step 1 – estimate the interface displacements by kinematics 

In step 1 the positions and orientations of the interface nodes of the mechanism are approximated by a kinematic ap-

proach based on two conditions. In the first place the displacement of the end-effector in the actuated directions, q end , is

prescribed. The second condition is that the joints only allow motion in the intended direction. This is done by using the

constraint equations for the standard flexures in the database. In this way the flexure joints do not have to be modeled as

simple ideal pivot joints, but parasitic motion is also taken into account. 

These two conditions are sufficient to obtain the configuration based on kinematic equations. However, this can only be

solved uniquely if the mechanism is kinematically determinate (in other literature also referred to as a mechanism that is

not underconstrained). This means that the KSD-method does not work for mechanisms that are kinematically indetermi-

nate. On the other hand, if the mechanism is statically indeterminate (overconstrained) the number of unknown displace-

ments is less than the number of equations. This means that some of the constraint equations are redundant. By removing

these redundant equations the interface displacements can still be found. This system of nonlinear kinematic equations is

solved by a Newton-Raphson iteration. Although this is an iterative process it can be computed very fast with respect to the

computation of the solution of the full finite element model of the mechanism. 
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2.3. Step 2 – estimate the internal displacements by kinematics and obtain stiffness matrices of the joints 

In step 2 the internal displacements are obtained from the interface displacements of step 1. These displacements will

then be used to obtain the stiffness matrices of the joints. This can be done by using the Element Orientation based Body

(EOB) description which is explained in Section 3 . The result is a relation for each joint like: 

F nodes = K nodes q nodes + 

ˆ F nodes (2.2) 

where F nodes and q nodes are the forces on the nodes and the displacements of the nodes of the joint, respectively. K nodes 

is the stiffness matrix of the joint. The term 

̂ F nodes is a virtual force that appears because this stiffness relation is linearized

around a deformed configuration and not in the undeformed configuration. 

Note that the internal configuration of a joint can also be obtained without using the EOB. The most straightforward

method to find the internal configuration is by solving the equilibrium equation of the finite element model of the joint,

using the displacements of the interface nodes of step 1 as boundary conditions. Once the internal configuration is found,

also the stiffness relation of Eq. (2.2) can be found. However, solving the equilibrium equation will require an iterative

process that will take a lot of computation time with respect to the solution of the EOB. Therefore in this paper EOBs are

used to obtain the stiffness matrices of the joints. 

2.4. Step 3 – update the interface displacements based on static equilibrium 

Step 3 updates the interface displacements by using the stiffness matrices from step 2. From this step on the unintended

deformation is not constrained anymore and force-displacement relations are used, in contrast to step 1 and 2 where kine-

matic relations were used. This means that also load on constrained directions will have influence on the result of this step.

Also the compliance of the stiff connecting links (e.g. the three links in the fourbar mechanism) can be modeled in this

step. 

In step 3A the stiffness matrices of the joints that specifies the stiffness between the interface nodes are obtained by

using the boundary modes of the Craig-Bampton method [28] . The extra force term 

̂ F , has to be taken into account during

this reduction. Eq. (2.2) is split in interface coordinates of the joint (normally called boundary coordinates in the Craig-

Bampton method, indicated by b ) and internal coordinates of the joint (indicated by i ): {
F i 

F b 

}
= 

[
K ii K ib 

K bi K bb 

]{
q i 

q b 

}
+ 

{ ̂ F i ̂ F b 

}
. (2.3) 

By assuming no applied forces on the internal nodes, so F i = 0 , this equation can be rewritten to: 

F b = K T q b + ̂

 F T , (2.4) 

where: 

K T ≡ K bb − K bi K 

−1 
ii 

K ib , 
̂ F T ≡ ̂ F b − K bi K 

−1 
ii 

̂ F i . (2.5) 

K T is the Craig-Bampton reduced stiffness matrix of the joint. ̂  F T is a virtual force that is applied on the interface nodes

of the body. 

In step 3B the interface displacements are computed by using these Craig-Bampton reduced stiffness matrices. The in-

terface displacements of step 1 are used as the starting point for this step. Because these displacements are close to the

displacements that are obtained in this step, only a few iteration steps are required to solve this static problem. 

2.5. Step 4 – estimate the internal displacements based on static equilibrium 

In step 4, for each joint the internal displacements are updated by using the interface displacements of step 3 and the

joint stiffness matrices of the joints of step 2. An equation for the internal displacements can be derived from Eq. (2.3) : 

q i = −K 

−1 
ii 

(
K ib q b + ̂

 F i 
)
. (2.6) 

2.6. Step 5 – update all displacements based on static equilibrium 

In step 5, the interface and internal displacements are updated simultaneously by solving for static equilibrium by an it-

erative approach. The interface displacements of step 3 and the internal displacements of step 4 are used as a starting point.

Because the starting configuration is close to the deformed configuration, only a few iteration steps are required. The sys-

tem of equations that is solved in this step is exactly the same as the system of equations that is solved in the conventional

approach, i.e. obtaining the deformed configuration by an iterative process starting from the undeformed configuration. This

means that step 5 will give the same result as the conventional method where it is generally faster as it will involve fewer

iteration steps. 
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2.7. Reduced KSD-method and full KSD-method 

In the kinematic iterative process in step 1 and in the static equilibrium iterative process in step 3 a mechanism is

considered in which each joint is considered as a single body and where only the interface displacements were obtained.

This mechanism will be referred to as the reduced mechanism . In contrast, in step 5 the full mechanism is considered. In

the full mechanism each element in the finite element models of the joints is considered as a separate modeling part

and the interface displacements and internal displacements are computed simultaneously. The result after step 4 is a good

approximation of the displacements. Using this as final result will be referred to as KSD-reduced . Using all 5 steps will be

referred to as KSD-full . 

Step 3 may seem unnecessary for KSD-full, as step 3 updates the displacements in unintended directions which are

generally small. However, using step 3 to update the displacements of the interface nodes gives the advantage of performing

some more iteration steps with the reduced mechanism instead of the full mechanism, which is much faster. Moreover, the

inaccuracy of the obtained interface displacements in step 1 can be significant, such that a static equilibrium iteration on

the full mechanism in step 5 can become instable. 

3. Element orientation based approach to obtain the internal configuration in standard joints 

This section shows the approach to obtain the internal configuration and the stiffness relations of an EOB, which is used

to apply step 2 of the KSD-method. The position and orientation of the interface nodes should be known on beforehand. So

the EOB is valuable in combination with the KSD-method, as the interface displacements of the joints are computed in step

1 of the KSD-method. Based on the interface positions and rotations and a database, the element orientations are obtained

( Section 3.1 ). Using these orientations a configuration is derived that is close to the deformed configuration, referred to as

the near configuration ( Section 3.2 ). In this near configuration the stiffness matrix of the body is derived ( Section 3.3 ). 

3.1. Obtain the element orientations 

The orientations of the elements are described by functions of the intended deformation that are stored in the database.

These functions may depend on some of the design parameters. In case of the cross flexure, the angle α (see Fig. 3 ) ap-

pears to have a significant influence on the rotation of the elements, as noted in Section 2.1 . The intended deformation is

already known after step 1 of the KSD-method, the element orientations can therefore be obtained by simply evaluating the

functions that are stored in the database: 

ˆ βk = f k ( Intend ed d e f ormation, Design P aram ) , (3.1)

where ˆ βk are the parameters that are used to describe the rotation of element k . The meaning of the hat on β is explained

below. If the intended deformation is only in one plane, for example the deformation of a 2D or 3D cross flexure, the

rotation of each element can be described by the rotation about one axis. If the elements rotate about multiple axis other

techniques are required to describe the orientation. In that case ˆ βk can be for example a vector with Euler parameters or

Euler angles. 

Instead of using a database with functions to obtain the element orientations, we could also define functions that define

other properties of the joint by which the internal configuration and stiffness matrix of the joint could be obtained. One

other option is to store some relevant terms of the stiffness matrix. However, these terms will depend on the material

properties of the joint and are very sensitive to the thickness and width of all the individual flexures. That means that the

database should provide different functions for all the relevant designs of the flexure joint. The configuration of the joint is

less sensitive to these design-parameter variations, therefore storing kinematic functions is preferred. 

Another option is to store functions for the displacements (rotational and translational) of all the internal nodes in the

body. This would immediately describe the internal configuration and provide enough information to obtain the stiffness

matrix. However, the translational displacements are more sensitive to variations in the dimensions of the joint than the

element rotations. All in all, the element orientations are probably the most dimension independent parameters that pro-

vide enough information to obtain the stiffness matrices of the elements and the internal configuration of the body as the

remaining part of this section will show. 

3.2. Obtain the near configuration 

Fig. 4 (a) shows the near configuration. The displacements of the nodes in the near configuration are defined with respect

to one of the interface nodes, in this case with respect to node A. The orientations of the elements in the near configuration

are equal to the orientations that are described by ˆ β . The orientations of two elements that are connected to each other are

not necessarily the same and therefore the orientation of the intervening node cannot be uniquely defined. Therefore each

element is described by its own nodes in the near configuration, these nodes will be referred to as markers . So the near

configuration of the joint in Fig. 4 (a) is described by 24 markers as it consist of 12 elements that all have two markers. 

To obtain the translational displacements of the markers, the condition is set that the elements are undeformed in the

near configuration. The translational displacement of the markers associated with node A equal zero by definition. The other
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Fig. 4. Near configuration. (a) Near configuration of the complete body (b) Displacement of one element. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

translational displacements are obtained by considering the joint to consist of multiple chains of connected elements that

start at node A . Once the translational displacement of one of the markers of an element is found based on this condi-

tion, the translational displacements of the other markers can be found by the rotation of the element with respect to the

undeformed configuration, see also Fig. 4 (b): 

ˆ u k,q = 

ˆ u k,p + 

(
ˆ R k − 1 

)
d k,pq , (3.2) 

where ˆ u k,q and 

ˆ u k,p are the translational displacement of marker q and p respectively on element k . The hat indicates

that the related variable describes a displacement from the undeformed configuration to the near configuration, these dis-

placements will be referred to as rigid displacements . The vector d k, pq is the distance from marker p to marker q in the

undeformed configuration. The matrix ˆ R k is the rotation matrix that defines the rotational part of the rigid displacement is

only a function of ˆ βk . Note that in case of one or more closed loops of elements, there will be points at which the markers

of two coupled elements are not exactly at the same location because they are related to node A by a different chain of

elements. This is also the case in the cross flexure, therefore the locations of both markers at node B are not exactly the

same. For clarity this effect is exaggerated in Fig. 4 (a). 

3.3. Obtain stiffness matrix in the near configuration 

This section describes how the stiffness matrix can be obtained in the near configuration by which a better approxi-

mation of the deformed configuration can be obtained. Because the orientation of each element in the near configuration

should be close to the orientation of the deformed configuration, the displacements between both configurations can be

described linear. Note that there can be deviation in the locations of both configurations, but large translations do not make

the force-displacement relation nonlinear. The force-displacement relation for an element k is 

F k = K k q k , (3.3) 

where F k is the vector with the forces and force moments on the markers of element k expressed in absolute coordinates.

So this vector consist of six numbers for each marker of a three dimensional element k . K k is the global stiffness matrix

of element k which can be obtained by rotating the local stiffness matrix, using the rotation matrix ˆ R k of the element.

The vector q̄ k contains the translational and rotational displacements on the markers of element k . The bar indicates that

these are displacements from the near configuration to the deformed configuration, which will be referred to as the flexible

displacements . Note that there is no force required for the rigid displacements, this means that the force in Eq. (3.3) is the

total force that is required to have element k in its deformed configuration. The relations for all elements can be combined

in one equation: 

F all = K all q all , (3.4) 

where: 
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Fig. 5. The total displacement is the sum of the rigid displacement and the flexible displacement, indicated for one element. 
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F all ≡
⎪ ⎪ ⎨ 

⎪ ⎪ ⎩ 

F 1 

. . . 

F N 

⎪ ⎪ ⎬ 

⎪ ⎪ ⎭ 

, K all ≡

⎡ 

⎢ ⎢ ⎣ 

K 1 

. . . 

K N 

⎤ 

⎥ ⎥ ⎦ 

, q all ≡
⎪ ⎪ ⎨ 

⎪ ⎪ ⎩ 

q 1 

. . . 

q N 

⎪ ⎪ ⎬ 

⎪ ⎪ ⎭ 

, (3.5)

where N is the number of elements by which the joint is modeled. 

The total displacement is the sum of the rigid and the flexible displacement. This is shown for the two markers of one

element in Fig. 5 . So, the flexible displacement is the total displacement minus the rigid displacement: 

q all = q all − ̂ q all . (3.6)

Note that, in case of large rotations about multiple axis, the rotational parts in these displacement vectors cannot be

added directly due to the non-vectorial nature of rotations. Therefore the rotations in q all and ̂

 q all should be defined in such

way that their difference equals the finite rotations in q all . In this paper only large planar deformation is considered, such

that the rotation in q all and 

̂ q all can be described by the rotation about the axis perpendicular to this deformation plane.

Substituting Eq. (3.6) in Eq. (3.4) gives: 

F all = K all ( q all − ̂ q all ) = K all q all + ̂

 F all , (3.7)

in which the term: 

ˆ F all = −K all ̂  q all , (3.8)

is constant. This term compensates for the fact that the rigid motions in the first term on the right hand side of the equation

are computed linear. This term can be computed directly as the rigid displacements ̂ q all are the displacements from the

undeformed to the near configuration that was obtained in Section 3.2 . 

In order to obtain the deformed configuration, the constraints between the elements should be applied. These constraints

are applied by defining a Boolean matrix L such that: 

q all = Lq nodes , (3.9)

where q nodes is the matrix with the total displacements of the nodes in the joint. The forces on the nodes can then be

related like: 

F nodes = L T F all , ˆ F nodes = L T ˆ F all . (3.10)

This means that the relation between the forces and the displacements on the nodes can be written like: 

F nodes = K nodes q nodes + ̂

 F nodes , K nodes ≡ L T K all L. (3.11)

This is the static equilibrium equation, which is valid around the near configuration. The equation is identical to

eq. (2.2) that should be obtained in step 2 of the KSD-method. 

4. Numerical validation 

The EOB is validated by an analysis of a 3D cross flexure ( Section 4.2 ) and the KSD-method with EOBs is validated by a

fourbar mechanism with four cross flexure joints ( Section 4.3 ). Section 4.1 describes the cross flexure model that is used in

these sections. The KSD-method is further analyzed by a spatial manipulator with more complex joints in Section 4.4 . 
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Fig. 6. Finite element model of the cross flexure with 3 beam elements per leaf spring. The right figure explains the fourth constraint on unintended 

deformation. 

Table 1 

Properties of the cross flexure. 

Leaf spring length L 0.1 m 

Angle α 45 ◦

Thickness leaf springs t 1 · 10 −3 m 

Width inner leaf spring w 1 0.04 m 

Width outer leaf springs w 2 0.02 m 

Elasticity E 200 · 10 9 Pa 

Shear modulus G 76.9 · 10 9 Pa 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The used stiffness matrices of the flexible 3D beam elements are derived in Appendix A . The performance of the KSD-

method is compared to that of a conventional method that is described in Appendix B . Both, the KSD-method and the

conventional method are implemented in matlab and both methods solve the same finite element models of the mecha-

nisms. 

4.1. Cross flexure model 

The finite element model of the cross flexure that was used in the simulations is shown in Fig. 6 . The relevant properties

of the flexure are given in Table 1 . Both connector blocks are modeled by rigid elements and the interface nodes are exactly

in the center of these connector blocks. The leaf springs were modeled with 1 to 5 serial connected equally sized elements.

The intended rotation is described by the angle between node A and B around the z -axis. It is denoted by θ and referred

to as the (intended) rotation. For each of the models with 1 to 5 elements per leaf spring, simulations were run where

the intended rotation was varied from 0 to 75 ° in steps of 5 ° and the displacements of all nodes were obtained. These

displacements are used as simulation data to obtain the two required types of functions. 

In order to perform step 1 of the KSD-method, five constraints for the unintended deformation are required. Four of

these constraints can be defined without using data of a priory simulations (the chosen constraints are different from the

constraints for the 2-dimensional cross flexure, introduced in Section 2.1 ): 

• The displacement in the z -direction of node B with respect to node A should be zero. 
• The rotation around the x -axis of node B with resprect to node A should be zero 
• The rotation around the y -axis of node B with resprect to node A should be zero 
• The rotation around the z -axis of node A and B with respect to the line through both nodes should be equal in size and

opposite, as shown in Fig. 6 . 

The fifth constraint is the length of the cross flexure (the distance between both interface nodes) as a function of the

intended deformation. This length was parameterized as a function of the intended rotation by a sixth order polynomial

least squares fit to the simulation data. The odd terms in this polynomial are zero. The obtained relation is found to be

almost independent of the cross flexure dimensions, except for the angles at which the leaf springs are positioned with

respect to the local x -axis, which is denoted by α in Fig. 6 . In this paper, only results are obtained with an angle α = 45 ◦.

In summary, the constants g in the following relation are obtained: 
k 
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Fig. 7. Normalized applied moment on the cross flexure as a function of the intended rotation (a) For the default model with 2, 4 and 6 elements per leaf 

spring (b) for two different widths of the outer leaf springs with 2 elements per leaf spring (upper lines) and with 6 elements per leaf spring (lower lines). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

D 

D 0 

≈ 1 + g 1 · θ2 + g 2 · θ4 + g 3 · θ6 , (4.1)

where D is the distance between both interface nodes, and D 0 is this distance in undeformed configuration. 

The rotations of the elements around the z -axis were fitted by third order polynomials as a function of θ . So for the

rotation of each element k a relation is obtained like: 

ˆ βk ≈ c k 1 · θ + c k 2 · θ2 + c k 3 · θ3 . (4.2)

The global stiffness matrices of the beam elements as described in Appendix A depend on the orientations of the nodes,

therefore also the orientation of the nodes are parameterized by a third order polynomial, similar to Eq. (4.2) . 

4.2. Results for single cross flexure 

The accuracy of the results of the linearized equilibrium in the EOB, Eq. (3.11) was analyzed, which is representative for

the accuracy of KSD-reduced. Fig. 7 shows the force moment that has to be applied on the cross flexure as a function of the

intended rotation. The force moment is normalized by dividing it by the linear approximation [23] , given by: 

M̄ norm 

= 

M 

M lin 

, M lin ( θ ) = 

2 EI 

L 
θ, (4.3)

where M is the applied moment on node B around the z -axis and I is sum of the second moment of area for all the three

leaf springs: 

I = 

1 

12 

( w 1 + 2 w 2 ) t 
3 . (4.4)

An analytic reference for the single cross flexure, which is based on the assumptions of infinite axial stiffness of the

flexures and no shear, was adapted from [23] . Fig. 7 (a) shows that in the default case, the results of the EOB are exactly

similar to the results of the finite element model of the joint: The line of the FEM result in this figure is exactly behind the

line of the result of the EOB. Also the stiffness in the unintended directions of the EOB was found to match the result of

the finite element method perfectly. 

The applicability of the EOB is found to be bounded by two kinds of limitations. The first kind of limitation is that the

difference in stiffness between the inner flexure and the two outer flexures may not vary too much. Fig. 7 (b) shows the

effect of wider outer leaf springs. In the default case, w 2 = 0 . 02 m , the line of the reference case is hidden behind the line

of the EOB. If the width of the outer flexures is four times as large, the standardized moment is a little lower for both

cases, but this effect for the EOB is smaller than for the reference case. So there is some variation between the EOB and the

reference, which is caused by the fact that the parameterizations of the rotations ˆ β are not accurate for a large variation

in the ratio between these stiffness of the inner and the outer flexures. The result indicates that it should be carefully

considered for which ranges in the dimensions the parametrization holds. 

The second kind of limitation is on the amount of unintended deformation. The results become inaccurate if this de-

formation becomes so large that the assumption of linear unintended deformation is not valid anymore. Fig. 8 shows the

effect of a disturbance force in the z-direction on node B . The resulting displacement mainly depends on the stiffness in the
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Fig. 8. Effect of lar ge force in z -direction on node B of the cross flexure, modeled with four elements per leaf spring (a) Displacement of node B in the 

z -direction (b) Effect on the applied moment to rotate the cross flexure. 

Fig. 9. Fourbar mechanism in undeformed and deformed configuration. Flexible parts are dark and rigid parts are light. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

intended direction for large intended deformation. Therefore the applied force is scaled by dividing it by the stiffness in this

direction: 

F̄ = 

L 2 

2 EI 
· F z , (4.5) 

where F z is the applied force on node B in the z -direction. The z -displacement is normalized by dividing it by the length

of the leaf springs, L . The force moment that is required for the intended deformation is scaled by dividing it by the linear

stiffness: 

M̄ scale = 

L 

2 EI 
· M. (4.6) 

Note that this scaled force moment is different from the normalized force moment that was introduced in Eq. (4.3) . The

results in Fig. 8 indicate that the deformation in the z -direction is approximated quite accurately with the EOB, but that it

shows almost no effect of the disturbance force on the applied force moment, where this effect can be quite significant. 

4.3. Fourbar-mechanism 

Fig. 9 shows the fourbar mechanism. The cross flexures are modeled with the properties given in Table 1 , and the other

relevant dimensions are indicated in the figure. The width W is 0.4 m and the height H is 0.3 m. The links between the cross
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Fig. 10. Normalized applied force to displace the end effector of the fourbar mechanism with 1 and 3 elements per leaf spring. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

flexures are assumed to be infinitely stiff. The desired motion of the fourbar is described by the displacement of the center

of the upper link in the x -direction. The mechanism is actuated by a force on this point in the x -direction. 

Fig. 10 shows the normalized applied force as a function of the normalized displacement for the full mechanism and

for the reduced mechanism. The displacement, d , is scaled by dividing it by the height H of the mechanism, the force is

normalized by dividing it by the linear approximation, given by: 

F̄ norm 

= 

F 

F lin 
, F lin ( d ) = 

4 EI 

L H 

2 
· d, (4.7)

where F is the force that is applied on the center of the upper link. The result shows that KSD-reduced gives accurate

results. 

The computational efficiency of the KSD-method is examined by computing the deformed configuration of the fourbar

mechanism where the endpoint is displaced by d = 0 . 3 m . The computation stops if the norm of the vector with resulting

forces and force moments on the nodes is smaller than 5 · 10 −7 , in which the forces are expressed in N and the moments

in Nm. 

Fig. 11 (a) shows the number of iteration steps that are required for the conventional approach, KSD-reduced and KSD-full.

In each iteration step the independent coordinates are updated one. Inside each iteration step, another iterative algorithm

updates a set of dependent coordinates. For the full approach, the number of iterations is split in the number of iterations

on the reduced mechanism for step 3 of the KSD-method (which is of course identical to the number of iterations for KSD-

reduced) and the number of iterations on the full mechanism for step 5. The conventional approach requires more iterations

than the KSD-method, especially in case of a large number of elements per leaf spring. This is because of the higher number

of independent parameters that describe the configuration, increasing the nonlinearity of the system of equations. 

Fig. 11 (b) shows the average time per iteration. The solution time per iteration applied on the reduced mechanism is

almost independently of the number of elements per leaf spring. In the case of the fourbar each iteration applied on the

reduced mechanism was solved in approximately 30 ms. The time per iteration on the full mechanism is higher. The av-

erage time per iteration on the full mechanism in step 5 of the full approach is shorter than the time per iteration of the

conventional approach. It is reduced by a factor of about 2 for the cases with 4 or 5 elements per leaf spring. The reason for

this is that the displacements in these iterations are much smaller, and therefore it takes shorter to update the dependent

coordinates in each iteration. 

In order to study the effect of forces in the unintended directions, an external moment around the z-axis is applied on

the end-effector, i.e. the center of the top-bar. Fig. 12 (a) shows the resulting rotation of the upper link for the full model and

for the reduced model. This error is result of the linearization of the unintended motion of the cross flexures. Even without

external moment, there is a difference of about 20% in the rotation. This unintended motion is present as the cross flexures

are not excited to a pure moment. Fig. 12 (b) shows the required number of iterations and the total simulation time for the

conventional method and step 5 of KSD-full. It indicates that for both methods the required number of iterations increases

with an increasing force in the unintended directions. The KSD-method is about 5 times faster over the full range of the

external moment in unintended direction. It was observed that in simulations with a force out of plane (e.g. a force in the

z-direction on the center of the top link) the computation of the KSD-method does not converge in step 5. 
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Fig. 11. Efficiency of the KSD-method and the conventional approach for the fourbar problem (a) Number of iterations that was required. (b) Average 

time per iteration, for the full approach, this is split in the time per iteration on the reduced mechanism (step 3) and the time per iteration on the full 

mechanism (step 5). 

Fig. 12. Fourbar mechanism with an external applied force moment, computed for 21 different values of the applied force. (a) Resulting rotation of the 

upper link around the z-axis for the full mechanism and the reduced mechanism (b) Required number of iterations and simulation time to compute the 

configuration for the conventional approach and step 5 of KSD-full. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Overall KSD-reduced is about 20 times faster than the conventional method for 4 or 5 elements per leaf spring, respec-

tively. KSD-full is about 5 times faster than the conventional method for 4 or 5 elements per leaf spring. The main reason

for this increase in efficiency is the reduced number of required iterations. 

4.4. Spatial three-link manipulator 

The KSD-method is applied to the manipulator with three 3x-infinity joints and three links, as shown in Fig. 13 . The

first joint can rotate around the global z -axis and the other two rotate initially around the global y -axis. Fig. 14 shows the

dimensions of the 3x-infinity joints. The material properties are similar to the material properties of the cross flexure: the

elasticity is 200 GPa and the shear modulus 76.9 GPa. The joints are modeled by 30 flexible beam elements and 36 rigid

beam elements. To obtain data of these joints for the database, training simulations were run to compute the resulting

configurations of 19 different values of the intended rotation. These 19 values for the intended rotation are chosen in the

range between −45 and 45 °, with a step size of 5 °. 
Five constraints on the unintended deformation are required for step 1 of the KSD-method. Three of these constraints

are identical to the first three constraints of the cross flexure, described in Section 4.1 . The other two constraints are the

displacements in the x and y -direction of interface node B with respect to node A as a function of the intended rotation.
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Fig. 13. Manipulator, fixed to the ground at the left side. Flexible parts are light and rigid parts are dark. (a) Undeformed configuration showing length 

and angles of the links (b) Undeformed configuration and some deformed configurations. 

Fig. 14. Dimensions of the 3x-infinity joint in mm. The thickness of the flexible elements is 0.45 mm. Flexible parts are light and rigid parts are dark. (a) 

Top view (b) Side view (c) 3D-view. The figure of the top view is rescaled to visualize the small dimensions. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

These constraints are expressed as a fourth order polynomial of the intended rotation which is a least squares approximation

of the simulation data. The rotations of all the elements and nodes are also approximated by a fourth order polynomial in

the intended rotation, in order to perform step 2 of the KSD-method. 

The manipulator has three intended degrees of freedom, therefore three parameters are required to define the position

of the end-effector. Two different parameter sets are analyzed to describe the position: 

• Joint-case: the rotational motion of each of the three joints; 
• Location-case: the location of the end-point of the third link in x, y , and z -direction. 

Both cases are essentially different in terms of the reaction forces. The joint-case assumes three reaction moments around

the joints, the location-case assumes three linear forces on the end-point of the third link. This means that the motion in

the unintended directions is different. Actually there is no unintended motion in the joint-case as all joints are actuated by

a pure force moment. Therefore the KSD-method is expected to perform better in the this case. 

Simulations are run in which the rotation of all three joints is simultaneously varied in the range from minus 45 to

45 °. Fig. 13 (b) shows some of the resulting configurations. In a first run the joint-case was performed. In a second run, the

location-case was performed, using the locations for the end-point of the third link obtained from the joint-case. Fig. 15

shows the required number of iterations and the total simulation time. It shows that the KSD-method indeed requires more

iterations for the location-case. This holds surprisingly also for the conventional method. Fig. 15 (d) shows that using KSD-

full instead of the conventional method reduces the simulation time up to a factor of 65. KSD-reduced reduces the total

simulation time by a factor up to 600. The joint-case has almost 100% accuracy (except from some numerical and interpo-

lation errors). The error on the estimated reaction force of the location-case is less than 2% and the error in displacements

less than 0.3%. 
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Fig. 15. Computational efficiency for manipulator with 3x-infinity joints for two different descriptions for the position of the end-effector, com puted for 

19 different positions of the end-effector. (a) Conventional method (b) KSD-reduced (this is the same as step 3 of KSD-full) (c) KSD-full – step 5 (d) Factor 

by which the number of iterations and simulation time are reduced by using KSD-full in comparison to the conventional method. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

5. Conclusions 

In this paper we presented a Kinematically Started Deformation method (KSD-method) to obtain static equilibrium of

flexure mechanisms efficiently, by exploiting prior knowledge on the intended degrees of freedom. The relatively large de-

formation in the intended degrees of freedom is kinematically approximated as a first step in the iteration process. 

The flexure joints in the mechanism were modeled with Element Orientation based Bodies (EOBs). The configuration of

an EOB is approximated based on a parameterization of the rotations of the elements and this approximation is refined

using static equilibrium. Using element orientations makes the parameterization suitable for joints with a large range of

dimensions and therefore applicable in design optimizations. 

The KSD-method with EOBs provides a way to use a database with information of standard joints. As a consequence,

the application of the method is limited to mechanisms that consist of joints of which information exist in the database.

This required information consists of relations between the interface points during intended deformation and the rotations

of the elements as function of the intended deformation. Another limitation is that the mechanism should be kinematically

determined in order to perform the first step of the KSD-method, but this is typical the case for flexure based mechanisms.

A last limitation is that unintended deformation (deformation in supporting directions) should be low. This is not a large

limitation as the purpose of a flexure based designs are related to high support stiffness. Although in this paper the method
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was only applied to mechanisms that were modeled by beam-elements, the method is not fundamentally limited to this

modeling approach. 

The efficiency of the KSD-method is compared to that of a conventional method. For a fourbar mechanism the required

computation time was decreased up to a factor of 5 to obtain the accurate deformed configuration. For a manipulator with

three 3x-infinity joints the computation time reduced up to a factor of 65. The computed configuration of the KSD-method

is exactly the same as the configuration found by the conventional method as the KSD-method solves in the end exactly

the same equations. However, the KSD-method can also be used to obtain the approximated deformed configuration in

which the deformation in the unintended direction of the flexure joint is assumed to be linear. The time reduction to find

this approximation with respect to the conventional method is a factor up to 20 for the fourbar-mechanism and a factor

up to 600 for the manipulator. The proposed method potentially saves orders of magnitude of valuable time during the

optimization of flexure mechanisms in the conceptual phase. 
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Appendix A. Stiffness beam elements 

In this appendix the stiffness matrix of a beam element is derived that is used in this paper. The used beam formulation

and its derivation are relatively similar to the formulation described in [29] . 

A.1. Element configuration 

A.1.1. Nodal coordinates 

Fig. 16 shows a beam element in its initial configuration and its deformed configuration. The configuration of the beam

is defined by twelve independent nodal coordinates: 

x = 

{
r p 

T λp T r q 
T λq T 

}T 
, (A.1)

where r p and r q define the locations of node p and q respectively with respect to the global fixed frame. The rotation

matrices that define the orientations of the nodes, R 

p and R 

q , are parameterized by λp and λq respectively. The initial

orientation of the element is given by [ n x n y n z ] . The unit vectors at the nodes of the elements, as visualized in

Fig. 16 can therefore computed by: 

n 

p 
y = R 

p 
(
λp 

)
n y , n 

q 
y = R 

q 
(
λq 

)
n y , 

n 

p 
z = R 

p 
(
λp 

)
n z , n 

q 
z = R 

q 
(
λq 

)
n z . 

(A.2)

A.1.2. Deformation coordinates 

The deformation of the beam is described by six mode shapes. These modes are specified by deformation coordinates, ɛ ,
that are an explicit function of the nodal coordinates: 

ε = D (x ) . (A.3)
Fig. 16. Beam element in initial configuration and deformed configuration. 
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Fig. 17. Mode shapes beam element. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The chosen functions for these deformation coordinates are: 

ε 1 = | L | − L 0 ( axial elongation ) 

ε 2 = 

1 
2 

L 0 
(
asin 

(
n 

p 
z · n 

q 
y 

)
− asin 

(
n 

p 
y · n 

q 
z 

))
( torsion ) 

ε 3 = −L 0 asin 

(
n 

p 
z · n l 

)
ε 4 = L 0 asin 

(
n 

q 
z · n l 

)
ε 5 = L 0 asin 

(
n 

p 
y · n l 

)
ε 6 = −L 0 asin 

(
n 

q 
y · n l 

)

⎫ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎬ 

⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎭ 

( bending ) 

(A.4) 

where: 

n l = 

L 

| L | , L = r q − r p . (A.5) 

The resulting mode shapes are visualized in Fig. 17 . The difference between these deformation functions and the de-

formation functions introduced in [29] , are the arcsine-terms in the second till the sixth function. The arcsine-terms are

included to make the deformation functions linear dependent on the angle between the unit vectors. These arcsine-terms

were also introduced in the 3D beam formulation in [30] and correspond to most of the 2D corotational beam formulations

like [ 31 , 32 ]. 

A.1.3. Relation between change of nodal and deformation coordinates 

The change of displacements of the nodes is given by: 

δq = 

{
δr T p δφp T δr T q δφq T 

}T 
, (A.6) 

where δφp and δφq are the virtual rotations of node p and node q respectively. Note that the orientations are defined

different in the nodal coordinates. However, there exists relations between these virtual rotations and the change of δλp 

and δλq . These relations depend on the choice of parametrization of the rotations and is therefore not discussed in this

appendix. The relation between the change of the deformation and the virtual displacements is given by a matrix D : 

δε = D δq , (A.7) 

In order to derive an expression for D , based on the definition of the deformation coordinates in Eq. (A.4) , we note that

the change of a rotation matrix can be expressed by the virtual rotations like: 

δR 

p = δ
∼
φ

p 

R 

p , δR 

q = δ
∼
φ

q 

R 

q , where 
∼
φ= 

⎡ 

⎣ 

0 −φz φy 

φz 0 −φx 

−φy φx 0 

⎤ 

⎦ , (A.8) 
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Using these relations, the derivatives of the unit vectors in Eq. (A.2) with respect to the virtual rotations can be expressed

like: 

∂n 

p 
y 

∂φp 
= −˜ n 

p 
y , 

∂n 

q 
y 

∂φq 
= −˜ n 

q 
y , 

∂n 

p 
z 

∂φp 
= −˜ n 

p 
z , 

∂n 

q 
z 

∂φq 
= −˜ n 

q 
z . 

(A.9)

The derivative of the unit vector n l with respect to the locations of the nodes can be expressed like: 

∂n l 

∂r p 
= −∂n l 

∂L 
, 

∂n l 

∂r q 
= 

∂n l 

∂L 
, 

∂n l 

∂L 
= 

1 

| L | 
(
1 − n l n 

T 
l 

)
, (A.10)

The matrix D can be determined from the definitions in Eq. (A.4) , using Eqs. (A.9) and ( A.10 ): 

D = [ D 1 D 2 ] , (A.11a)

D 1 = 

⎡ 

⎢ ⎢ ⎢ ⎢ ⎢ ⎢ ⎢ ⎢ ⎢ ⎢ ⎢ ⎢ ⎢ ⎢ ⎢ ⎢ ⎢ ⎣ 

−n 

T 
l 0 

T 

0 

T L 0 
2 B 2 a 

[˜ n 

p 
z n 

q 
y 

]T − L 0 
2 B 2 b 

[˜ n 

p 
y n 

q 
z 

]T 

L 0 
B 3 

[
∂n l 

∂L 
n 

p 
z 

]T 

− L 0 
B 3 

[˜ n 

p 
z n l 

]T 

−
[
∂n l 

∂L 
n 

q 
z 

]T 

0 

T 

− L 0 
B 5 

[
∂n l 

∂L 
n 

p 
y 

]T 
L 0 
B 5 

[˜ n 

p 
y n l 

]T 

L 0 
B 6 

[
∂n l 

∂L 
n 

q 
y 

]T 

0 

T 

⎤ 

⎥ ⎥ ⎥ ⎥ ⎥ ⎥ ⎥ ⎥ ⎥ ⎥ ⎥ ⎥ ⎥ ⎥ ⎥ ⎥ ⎥ ⎦ 

, (A.11b)

D 2 = 

⎡ 

⎢ ⎢ ⎢ ⎢ ⎢ ⎢ ⎢ ⎢ ⎢ ⎢ ⎢ ⎢ ⎢ ⎢ ⎢ ⎢ ⎢ ⎣ 
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T 
l 0 
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T L 0 
2 B 2 a 

[˜ n 
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p 
z 

]T − L 0 
2 B 2 b 
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]T 
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[
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∂L 
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]T 
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L 0 
B 4 

[
∂n l 

∂L 
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]T 
L 0 
B 4 
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]T 

L 0 
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[
∂n l 

∂L 
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]T 

0 

T 

− L 0 
B 6 

[
∂n l 

∂L 
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− L 0 
B 6 
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]T 
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⎥ ⎥ ⎥ ⎥ ⎥ ⎥ ⎥ ⎥ ⎥ ⎥ ⎥ ⎥ ⎥ ⎥ ⎥ ⎥ ⎥ ⎦ 

, (A.11c)

where: 

B 2 a = 

√ 

1 −
(
n 

p 
z · n 

q 
y 

)2 
, B 2 b = 

√ 

1 −
(
n 

p 
y · n 

q 
z 

)2 
, 

B 3 = 

√ 

1 −
(
n 

p 
z · n l 

)2 
, B 4 = 

√ 

1 −
(
n 

q 
z · n l 

)2 
, 

B 5 = 

√ 

1 −
(
n 

p 
y · n l 

)2 
, B 6 = 

√ 

1 −
(
n 

q 
y · n l 

)2 
. 

(A.12)

A.2. Stiffness properties 

A.2.1. Local stiffness matrix. The relation between the elastic load on the mode shapes and the deformation of the mode

shapes is represented by a matrix S : 

σ = Sε . (A.13)

The local stiffness matrix S can be expressed like: 

S = diag ( S 1 , S 2 , S 3 , S 4 ) , (A.14)
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with: 

S 1 = 

EA 

L 0 

S 2 = 

k x GI p 

L 3 
0 

S 3 = 

EI y 

( 1 + 	z ) L 
3 
0 

[
4 + 	z −2 + 	z 

−2 + 	z 4 + 	z 

]
S 4 = 

EI z (
1 + 	y 

)
L 3 

0 

[
4 + 	y −2 + 	y 

−2 + 	y 4 + 	y 

]
, 

(A.15) 

Here, E is the modulus of elasticity and G is the shear modulus. A is the area of the cross section, I p is the polar moment

of area of the cross section and I ȳ and I z̄ are the second moments of area of the cross section with respect to the principal

y and z -axis respectively. k x̄ is the torsion correction factor according to Saint-Venant’s theory. The shear factors are given 

by 

	ȳ = 

12 E I ȳ 

k z̄ GAL 2 
0 

, 	z̄ = 

12 E I z̄ 

k ȳ GAL 2 
0 

, (A.16) 

in which k ȳ and k z̄ are shear correction coefficients [33] . The derivation of this stiffness matrix is based on the exact solution

of the equilibrium equations of the Timoshenko beam for the case that only load is applied on the nodes of the beam

element. For further details the reader is referred to [29] . 

A.2.2. Global stiffness matrix 

The forces at the nodes, F p and F q and the force moments T p and T q are combined in one vector with nodal forces: 

F = 

{
F p 

T 
T p 

T 
F q 

T 
T q 

T 
}T 

, (A.17) 

These forces are in the same direction as the nodal displacements, q , of the element. Therefore, the relation between the

nodal forces, F , and the elastic load, σ , can be derived by the principle of virtual work using Eqs. (A.7) : 

δq 

T F = δε 

T σ = 

(
δq 

T D 

T 
)
σ ∀ δu ⇒ F = D 

T σ. (A.18) 

Using this equation and Eqs. (A.7) and ( A.13 ) the relation between the forces and displacements can be derived: 

F = Kq , K ≡ D 

T SD , (A.19) 

where the displacements, q , are assumed to be small. K is the global stiffness matrix of the beam element that was used in

the simulations in this paper. 

Appendix B. Conventional method 

To analyze the performance, the KSD-method is compared to a conventional method which solves the full finite element

model of the mechanisms. As this conventional method uses exactly the same model that was used in the KSD-method, the

final results of both methods are exactly the same, but the required simulation time may be different. 

The theoretical background of this conventional method is the same as the theoretical background that has been imple-

mented in spacar [34] , as this software has often been used to model flexure based mechanisms [1–5] . It is particularly

suited to obtain the relevant mechanism properties that are required in a design optimization, like maximum stress and

eigen frequencies. The configuration is described by a set of independent coordinates and a set of dependent coordinates

that are kinematically related to the independent coordinates. This theoretical background of spacar is implemented matlab ,

similar to the KSD-method, in order to have a fair comparison between both methods. 

The number of iterations in the conventional methods is automatically determined as shown in Fig. 18 . The total dis-

placement of the end-effector, d tot is first tried to be solved in one step. One iteration is performed, which means that the

independent coordinates are updated based on the linearized equilibrium equations and the dependent coordinates are up-

dated based on the underlying kinematic relations. After an iteration an error, ɛ , is computed based on the resulting forces

on the nodes. The next step is decided based on this error, which has three options: 

• The error is larger than a threshold, ɛ max : in this case the iterative process will probably not converge and the step size

in terms of displacement of the end-effector, d step , is reduced by a factor of two. 
• The error is smaller than ɛ max , but above a certain accuracy-threshold, ɛ acc : the equilibrium equations are linearized again

and a new iteration is performed to increase the accuracy. 
• The error is smaller than ɛ min : the computation for the current step, d step , is completed, therefore either the full process

is completed, i.e. the total displacement d tot has been reached, or a new step on the displacement of the end-effector is
applied. 
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Fig. 18. Schematic overview of the conventional method that is used as a reference for the KSD-method. 
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